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How do we communicate science?
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During my PhD…

Scientific article Press release 
(Nota de prensa)



During my postdoc …



Scientific writing: Who will read it?

Scientific article
• Scientists

• Editors

• Plain-language Summary
• Scientists of all fields

• General public



Plain-language writing:  Why should we care?

• Communication is part of the everyday life of a scientist

• Broaden our Impact
• Increase scope of research

• Make research as open and accessible as possible

• Our responsibility to society, who fund most of our work

• Increasing our skillset - Careers beyond academia
• Editor 

• Media Communicator

• Scientific journalist

• …



Plain-language writing:  How?

• Explain the same concepts and findings as the paper but in language 
that most people would understand, and not assuming that the 
reader has any previous specialist knowledge.

• Use active sentences

• Keep your message focused and be concise



Your turn

Digest your Menchero et. al



Background 
information to 

understand the 
findings in your 

paper

• Start general and become gradually more 
specific in the following sentences.

• Consider which details a reader would need to 
know.

• Provide simple definitions or explanations for 
all technical terms and acronyms.



What exact 
research question 
did you set out to 
answer and why?

• Clarify if this question was asking something 
completely new, or if you wanted to test or 
build upon previous findings.

• explain why should people care whether you 
can answer this question or not.



most important 
findings

• Focus on the paper highlights, and explain 
them clearly and completely.

• If possible, describe your methodology with a 
sentence or two.

• Always mention which species, type of 
organism or cells you have studied (for 
example, mutant mice, fruit flies, human 
kidney cells, or cancer cells).



Who might 
eventually benefit 

from the findings of 
your study, and what 

would need to be 
done before we 

could achieve these 
benefits?

• Think beyond your immediate field of research.

• Avoid hype or exaggeration. Be careful not to 
imply that the findings will imminently lead to 
new treatments.



And when you think 
you’re done…

• Always re-read the general instructions and 
specific tips under each question, and then 
edit your answers.

• Ask someone from outside your field, to read 
your answers and help you identify any 
answers that are unclear or lacking in detail.



Digest

Background 
information to 

understand the 
findings in your 

paper



Digest
Upon fertilisation, the zygote needs to divide in order to

generate all cell types that exist in the adult organism.

These mature cell types arise during development as

cells differentiate and become progressively more

specialized in successive divisions. During the first

divisions - before the embryo is implanted in the womb-

cells have the ability to produce all the cell types in the

adult as well as the organs required for embryo

development such as the yolk sac and placenta. During

the first two to three days of development, this ability is

gradually lost as cells become more specialized and

take on specific roles. Molecular signals from the

surface of a cell to its nucleus, called signalling

pathways, are key in the process. With this work, we

find a common pathway, the Notch signalling pathway,

that governs the specialization steps during these first

embryo divisions and show that this pathway

coordinates the initiation of the specialization steps.

Background 
information to 

understand the 
findings in your 

paper
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Digest

What exact research 
question did you set 

out to answer and 
why?

There are two pathways that coordinate the distinction

between “placenta” cells and the rest of cells that will

form the adult organism in the early embryo. This is

conceptually important because duplicated mechanisms

could make an embryo error proof and resilient.

However, we didn’t know to what extent the function of

the two pathways was overlapping or complementary,

and if Notch had a specific role, so we set out to identify

if both pathways crosstalk between them and whether

Notch had a specific function.



Digest
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findings



Digest

most important 
findings

We find that Notch pathway function is independent of the

other pathway, and that it is active earlier than anticipated -

when the mouse embryo is formed by four cells- by using

genetic and pharmacological tools in the embryo, combined

with in vivo imaging. In addition, when we study what

genes respond to Notch using transcriptomics in single

embryos, we find an unforeseen role for Notch pathway in

driving the specialization of cells by repressing genes that

maintain cells in an undifferentiated state.
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findings



Digest

Expanding 

findings

In our work, we show an additional working principle for

Notch, where it acts in parallel to the other key pathway in

the early embryo. In addition, the Notch pathway is crucial

in many developmental processes whenever cells need to

define a new cell type. How the loss of identical cells is

regulated by Notch in the early embryo might be a general

mechanism for Notch mode of action.





Digest your PhD
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Take home message

Research Papers News
Public 

engagement
Arts & 

entertainment

From giving talks to writing papers, communication is part of the 
everyday life of a scientist. Tune it right! 


